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ExACT is relied on by organizations like:

Replacing spreadsheets and manual 
processes, ExACT leverages the power of  
the patented EdGate taxonomy to 
accurately align content to standards

Easily perform searches and visualization 
of alignment data, allowing you to get rid 
of messy spreadsheets

Provide instant visibility into data. Create 
on-demand reports for sales or 
marketing presentations, RFPs, state 
adoptions, or custom requirements

Save time and money — no more waiting 
for alignments updates to run reports 
and export data

Instantly provide visualization of  
cross-walks

Globally align resources to standards 
for states, districts, provinces, 
territories, or unique supplemental 
standards 

Automatically capture standards 
updates and ensure alignments

Store content metadata in one 
convenient place

Integrate ExACT alignments into 
preferred system, for unlimited use

reporting
Whether your in-house team is doing DIY 
alignments in the ExACT Platform or relying 
on EdGate’s team of subject matter experts, 
our robust reporting system can:

Alex Bramer, Curriculum Alignment Specialist, Nearpod

“The ExACT Alignment Tool allows us to 
mass align all of our content so that we 

are always up to date with the latest 
standards for our customers.  


This is the number one questions asked 
by potential and current clients.

Is Nearpod aligned to  
the new standards?


The world’s most comprehensive standards alignment, visualization, and management system

With millions of education and CTE standards at your fingertips, ExACT helps to ensure adoption of content, increase discoverability, identify new 
markets, and target learning needs. ExACT is leveraged by our subject matter expert (SME) team and is also available for client facing 
applications. The three main components of the ExACT Alignment System are: 

Alignment Engine

Precision Content Alignment AutomationSM

Access to Education and CTE Standards is  
at the Heart of the ExACT Platform

Standards

Armed with the world’s most 
comprehensive Standards Repository, 
ExACT users have access to millions of 
up-to-date U.S., international, and 
supplemental education standards in a 
machine-readable format that can be 
added to their ExACT profile. Once added, 
alignments and reporting can begin.
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precision add-on Tools

AutoAlign
For high volumes of educational resources, 
there’s ExACT AutoAlign. This tool analyzes 
metadata and associates resources with 
appropriate educational concepts and 
educational standards.

DirectAlign
Made for assessment items, Direct Align is 
designed to allow the alignment of content 
to one specific standards for each grade, 
state, or subject. Your team will be able to 
create 1:1 refinements, and improve 
alignment results by retaining the most 
fitting standards correlations to reinforce 
student learning.

Related Standards
The Related Standards feature is used to

 Broaden your alignments coverage. If your current standards alignments are tight 
and you need to achieve more coverage for an RFP or adoption. 

 Easily align your content to all 50 states. When you directly align a piece of content 
to a specific standard using EdGate’s Direct Align tool, you can simultaneously direct 
align the resource to the same “standards” in other states

 Expand out from the Common Core. Similar to the above, when you align your 
content to the Common Core standards, you can easily find related standards in 
additional states. 

 Repurpose your content. Find alignments to similar, but different standards.

What sets ExACT apart? It’s a combination of things

The framework upon which ExACT was developed is EdGate’s 
Concept Index. A Taxonomical list of educational concepts designed 
and built based on K-12 and CTE standards. Incorporating six (6) 
U.S. Patents, the taxonomy is continually being updated and 
improved to provide the most precise results possible.


Combine with advanced technologies like AI and highly 
skilled team of subject matter experts, ExACT is the only 
alignment solution available that is available in both a DIY 
and full service model.
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ExACT can align a complete 
curriculum to all 50 states in a 
fraction of the time it would 
take using the traditional 
state-by-state method that 
many companies use.

Want to learn more?



Visit our website 
(https://edgate.com/
systems/exact) or 
contact a rep today

sales@edgate.com

Save your organization 
time and money

Gap Analysis helps reveal the educational 
standards that do not align to a specific 
content unit. This information can then be 
used for content development, state or 
district bids, and general analysis of content 
coverage for a specific standard. You will 
have the ability to:

Gap Analysis
At-a-Glance, simple to run analysis at 
the click of a button.

View, print, or export reports on aligned 
and non-aligned standards


Refine alignments


Produce statistical reports that reveal 
content coverage
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